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Introduction
Data Centers around the world are constantly changing, why? Because our evolving needs to 
process more data, save energy and reduce costs are becoming more important every day.  

Less delays in the processing of the data between powerful servers and larger and more 
complicated switches, are being demanded by the massive proliferation of mobile IoT devices 
requiring less hops between equipment, locally inside the intra-connected data center (InDC) 
and geographically between inter-connected data centers (ExDC). All this is to keep the 
signaling delays shorter for data transmission between equipment and information eventually 
sent out to you and me to make it more fun to play our games, safer to run our cars and 
enjoyable to connect our lives.

More bandwidth over shorter single mode distances
Smaller to mid-sized data centers, traditionally using multimode fibers and VCSEL-based 
transceiver electro-optics to keep system costs down. Larger data centers are requiring 
techniques such as WDM, PAM-4, parallel optics (multi-fiber) transmission, BiDi, and other 
more sophisticated electronics and signal processing to provide more and more bandwidth. The 
architecture and structure of the switch-to-server connections is changing from slower, more 
congested, three-tier connections to faster leaf-spine links. But, this is often at the expense of 
requiring many more fibers and cross connections between active equipment. 

The trend InDC, for the smaller to mid-sized data centers, is for more connections over 
multimode links. Having to deal with increasing fiber modal dispersion or differential mode 
delay (DMD) that can limit transmission distance as well as bandwidth. As multimode links 
increase in length and connections become more complex, DMD and latency further impacts 
the quality of service. Channel insertion loss becomes more of an issue to assure acceptable 
signal bandwidth integrity or bit-error rate performance (BER).

On a global scale, large to hyper-scale data centers are appearing to consolidate the data 
processing power in more localized areas. Architects for the InDC links, more than ever, 
are considering using single mode fiber and connectivity in the installed cable plant to avoid 
bandwidth obsolescence and the costly need to pull out legacy multimode cables just to have  
to replace them with single mode cables in the future. 

Three-Tier Architecture Spine Leaf Architecture
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Traditional single-mode links that use power hungry edge-emitting FP laser transmitters with 
ample coupled power and channel insertion loss budgets will, of course continue to be used for 
the long haul and ExDC links.  

However, power conserving (relaxed specification) single mode laser transceivers are being 
considered as sustainable solutions for InDC links.2 Much of the time, InDC connections don’t 
need to run up to 2km or more. As a result, these shorter single mode links have reduced 
signal power budgets and channel insertion losses compared to the longer-haul single 
mode transceivers. Also, the single mode fiber core reduces coupled optical power from 
the transmitter to the receiver. The trade-off is that the electronics in these transceivers is 
designed to require lower laser drive currents and case operating temperatures that can result 
in higher energy savings and overall power efficiencies.

Data center network designers and managers today have many concerns facing them. The 
data center architect, owner or operator must consider how future data rates and technology 
changes will affect their current installed network infrastructure, as well as the new builds 
that have been planned down the road.  With the increase in next generation transmission 
speeds, bandwidth and overall communications capabilities available today, also comes the 
many concerns over the associated constraints and considerations required to support and 
implement these new technologies such as:

■■ Advanced Technologies such as WDM,  
PAM-4, coherent transmission, digital 
signal processing, and forward error 
correction (FEC) requiring better SNR  
with lower optical power budgets  

■■ Extending the link lengths or adding 
additional components into the link, while, 
at the same time, reducing the signal 
transmission and processing latency

■■ Scalability and migrating to higher network 
speeds

■■ Zero failure for zero-system downtime 
avoiding costs of thousands of dollars per 
minute 

■■ System predictability for finding and 
mitigating failures before they happen

■■ Rapid system deployment with the 
assurance of quality of service (QOS)

■■ Dynamic Topology Generation combined 
with the need for network scalability

■■ Lower device power consumption that 
leads to a significant infrastructure  
cost savings:  

■■ Because one watt of saved power at 
the component level can translate to 
3-5 watts at the data center facility 
level. Also, the power savings can 
also include chassis, room and 
facility fans, AC power distribution 
and backup equipment, and the 
electrical power needed to drive 
them all.

One important consideration is to allow for single mode optical loss budgets with maximum 
channel insertion losses when installing optical networks with transmission speeds migrating from 
10 gigabits per second to 40, 100, 200 and 400 gigabits per second and beyond. Optical loss budgets 
and channel insertion losses are standards-driven through the IEEE and TIA and often require 
lower losses for the installed passive optical network components depending on the types of active 
components employed.
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As mentioned earlier, single mode links have traditionally been used for long haul networks or 
InDC center applications. The standards now allow solutions for shorter distance single mode 
ExDC links as well.  These solutions can provide the data center designer with cost-effective 
flexibility and connectivity options when using single mode fibers with tremendous fiber 
bandwidth, and the ability to avoid installed fiber cabling obsolescence, as opposed to using 
traditional multimode cabling.  In addition, the performance specifications of the transceiver 
optics and electronics can be “relaxed” compared to single mode transceivers designed for 
long range (LR) and extended range (ER) applications, thereby saving energy, reducing heat 
generation and dropping electrical power demands.

Adding passive devices such as splitters, taps, switches and connectors into the link can 
create the need for additional optical power from the transmitter at the other end of the link.  
This assures the necessary minimum received optical power to maintain the required level 
of system signal-to-noise ratio performance.  A higher signal-to-noise ratio significantly 
improves overall system performance while maintaining the desired the transmission speed.

Signaling formats and techniques such as 
WDM, PAM4 and QAM employed for today’s 
optics, as well as forward error correction 
(FEC) and digital signal processing, are 
making it possible to boost data rates 
that assure an adequate eye-opening 
performance, but often at the cost of more 
complicated optics, packaging, electronics 
and stringent SNR in the system designs.

1dB improvement 
represents greater 
than one order of 
magnitude improve-
ment in BER.

For example: 
With 1dB increase 
in signal-to-noise 
ratio from 15dB to 
16dB using PAM4, 
the system BER per-
formance improves 
more than 29 times.

IEEE Single  
Mode Spec

Channel  
Data Rate 
(Gb/s)

Max Channel 
Insertion Loss 
(dB)

Supportable 
Distance  
(km)

100GBASE-DR 100 3 0.5

200GBASE-DR4 200 3 0.5

400GBASE-DR4 400 3 0.5

50GBASE-FR 50 4 2

200GBASE-FR4 200 4 2

400GBASE-FR8 400 4 2

40GBASE-LR4 40 6.7 10

50GBASE-LR 50 6.3 10

100GBASE-LR4 100 6.3 10

200GBASE-LR4 200 6.3 10

400GBASE-LR8 400 6.3 10

50GBASE-ER 50 18 30

100GBASE-ER4 100 15 30

200GBASE-ER4 200 18 30

400GBASE-ER8 400 18 30

Example: 
Relaxed spec  

at 100G

BER Performance  
29 times improvement
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To address these demanding requirements, Legrand has developed the Infinium Quantum™ ultra-low 
loss single mode system, which is a pre-terminated passive fiber optic end-to-end link comprised 
of a system of patch cords, cassettes and MPO trunk cables, designed for exceptionally low channel 
insertion loss.  2.1dB is the total channel loss of a standard SM pre-terminated cassette based 
solution, which is representative of the most competitive single mode solutions on the market today.  

However, the Infinium Quantum™ System provides a significantly improved 0.75dB end-to-end 
channel loss as demonstrated in system link production testing by the following diagrams:

PAM 2
PAM4
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The Infinium Quantum System also enables deployment of optical switches, splitters 
and other components for a myriad of applications that typically contribute significant 
additional link insertion losses.  The Infinium Quantum channel components are 
designed to work in harmony with low-loss fiber cables, premium polished 12-Fiber 
or 24-Fiber MPO trunk cabling and super physical-contact LC duplex patch cords. 
The mated-pair optical connections are specially designed and manufactured into the 
Infinium Quantum 24-Fiber MPO to LC Duplex cassettes as well.

How does the Infinium Quantum™ System align with  
the next generation systems?
Installing the extremely low-loss fiber optic Infinium Quantum™ System allows for 
“Future-Proofing” one’s installed network. Having this channel in place means that 
the data center will not require the removal of an already existing communications 
infrastructure replacing it with a new link suitable enough to support future higher 
transmission speeds.  In addition, as the need for extending the link distance or for 
adding additional network components arises, the Infinium Quantum™ System:

■■ Enables single wavelength systems that can eventually 
migrate to WDM

■■ Provides for the use of additional optical taps to 
monitor the link for unauthorized intrusion, bandwidth 
usage, automated billing or Co-Lo applications.

■■ Reduces the need to add additional signal regenerating 
optical switches and amplifiers

How does it align with and improve performance with next generation 
advancements in optics?
Beyond 100G fiber lane and parallel optical or WDM-based networks, one must consider 
next generation transmission systems migrating to 400G to 800G and even 1.6T.  
Changes and/or improvements such as on-board optics4, component co-packing, and 
photonic chip-level integration are bound to happen for data center applications in the 
future.  These innovations and enhancements may require improved receiver sensitivity 
that command lower channel link losses.

Ultra-low attenuation can be leveraged to extend network span lengths, skip amplification sites, 
upgrade to faster bit rates, add network components for improved flexibility, and/or lengthen the 
distance between regenerators. 

Ultra-low loss allows carries and cloud operators to extend optical reach at very high-data rates 
and makes networks scalable for higher capacities as the demand for bandwidth continues to grow.

Performance
High channel efficiency leads to higher bandwidth 

Provides a clear pathway to 400 gig or higher speeds

Energy Savings
Up to 30% reduction in power  
consumption for transceivers
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Optical power Implications and how the Infimum Quantum™  
Channel assists with optics reliability
By reducing the laser drive current and associated heat generated at the transceiver, it can be 
shown that less of a thermal “load” on the laser chip itself can have beneficial lifetime effects.  
Transceiver optics reliability and stability are paramount to assuring uninterrupted link operation 
and extended device mean-times-to-failure (MTTF).  

Installing a low loss fiber channel enables the data center designer the ability to “tune” the 
optical power in situations where the receiver sensitivity specs can be met with a lower loss link 
at maximum distances.  As shown in the MTTF chart, failure rate is exponential relative to the 
operating temperature of the device.  

For example, reducing the case temperature of a CWDM single mode transceiver from 
a maximum operating of 70o C with < 5W power dissipation to a maximum operating 
temperature of +60oC with < 3.5W power dissipation could more than double the MTTF of the 
laser device. This could be achieved at a power penalty of about 1.5dB.2 The application of 
an ultra-low loss Infinium Quantum™ System could essentially double the transmission link 
length without power penalty and provide an additional set of end-to-end cross-connections 
for the same active device reliability throughout the lifetime of the system.

Lower Link Loss  
0.75 dB vs 2.1 dB

Lower Laser Drive Current 
~29mA vs ~35mA

Lower Laser Coupled Power Into the Fiber 
1.19mW vs 1.62mW

Lower Generated Heat 
60(D)C vs 70(D)C

8 Years

Lowering the temperature by 
10(D)C can more than double 
the lifespan of the device
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Conclusions
Installing an Infinium Quantum pre-terminated fiber solution in your network offers an 
additional increase in optical signal power for a given end-to-end fiber run, providing more 
headroom with an associated increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).  An improvement in 
the SNR and the bit error rate performance of the link can eventually lead to a reduction 
in the need for Ethernet packet retransmissions and thus a reduction in the overall signal 
latency and an increase in power savings. 

With the Infinium Quantum™ System, having the lowest loss pre-terminated fiber link in 
the industry also reduces or eliminates the need to pull out and install additional links to 
support higher speed systems, additional passive components, cross-connections or the 
need for fusion splicing to obtain lower link losses.

Significant cost savings and reduced downtime are possible to meet the demands of higher 
speed migration from 40 to 100 and eventually 400G networks and beyond.

The ability to utilize lower power laser devices can also save significant amounts of 
energy by reducing optical transceiver device power and the environmental cooling and 
conditioning necessary to mitigate excessive electronics heat generation or the application 
of bulky heat sinks while also improving laser component reliability.
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